FIRM PROFILE
Founded in 2000, Hayden Consultants, Inc. (Hayden) is a trusted engineering partner supporting infrastructure
improvements throughout Texas. We provide exceptional civil engineering design, surveying and construction
management services for projects ranging from local streets and utilities to complex highways, tollways and
transit facilities. Beyond delivering exceptional engineering and consulting solutions for projects, we believe in
building lasting client relationships. Our innovative designs result in efficient, problem-free construction for our
clients. Do business with us once, and our down-to-earth service and reliable, quality work will guarantee you’ll
come back to us again.
Our highly qualified team is registered with the Texas Board of Professional Engineers, Texas Board of Professional Land Surveying and holds multiple TxDOT precertifications. We have a staff of over 40, including 9 licensed
Professional Engineers, 3 Certified Floodplain Managers, 1 Registered Accessibility Specialist and 1 RPLS.
Our success is demonstrated by our number of repeat clients. Every municipality for which we have worked as
a prime consultant has hired us for repeat work.

Certifications

Historically Underutilized Business – State of Texas and the Texas Department of Transportation
Small Business Enterprise – North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency
Woman-Owned Business Enterprise – North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency, SouthCentral Texas
Regional Certification Agency and by the City of Austin Small & Minority Business Resources Department
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise – North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency
Woman Owned Small Business – National Women Business Owners Corporation
Economically Disadvantaged Woman Owned Small Business – National Women Business Owners Corporation

Awards

Women’s Transportation Seminar, Employer of the Year, 2013
ACEC Texas Engineering Excellence Award, 2012 Gold Medal Award for Riverfront Boulevard Bioswale Study
Aggie 100™, 100 fastest growing Aggie-owned or Aggie-led businesses in the world – 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2016
Dallas 100™, 100 fastest growing privately held companies in the Dallas area - 2010, 2016
IH 35E Phase 1 & 2
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FIRM PROFILE
Services

Roadways and Highways
• Schematic & PS&E development
• Complete streets design
• Freeway ramp & direct connector design
• Arterial widening & new location arterials
• Residential street reconstruction
• Bicycle & pedestrian facilities
• Alignment studies
• Culvert design & layout sheets
Utilities
• Water & wastewater pipeline design
• Utility coordination
• Record drawing & franchise utility research
• Facilitate utility coordination meetings
• Coordination with architects, bridge & roadway
designers
• Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE)
• Develop utility conflict matrices/exhibits
Drainage
• Master drainage & watershed plans
• Hydraulics & hydrologic modeling
• Bioswale & biofiltration system design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low Impact Design (LID)
Storm sewer systems
Bridge/culvert/channel hydraulics
Detention design
Regional & sub-regional detention
FEMA LOMAs, CLOMRs & LOMRs
NPDES storm water facilities
Coordination with FEMA and Corps of Engineers

Land Surveying
• Boundary determinations
• Topographic surveys
• Right-of-way determinations and parcel maps
• Static control networks
• Aerial panel layout
• High-definition laser scanning
Site Development
• Paving plans & parking layouts
• Accessibility review to TDLR standards
• Grading & drainage plans
• Flood plain modeling
• Traffic impact analysis
• Construction management

Construction Engineering
Inspection Services (CEI)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction inspection
Field office coordination
Review of requests for information
Primavera scheduling
Contractor coordination
Change order negotiation
Noncompliance reports
Submittal review
DNT Construction Management
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TxDOT Precertifications
CATEGORY NO. CATEGORY DESCRIPTION
1.4.1

LAND PLANNING/ENGINEERING

1.6.1

MAJOR INVESTMENT STUDIES

3.1.1

ROUTE STUDIES & SCHEMATIC DESIGN - MINOR ROADWAYS

3.2.1

ROUTE STUDIES & SCHEMATIC DESIGN - MAJOR ROADWAYS

3.3.1

ROUTE STUDIES & SCHEMATIC DESIGN - COMPLEX HIGHWAYS

3.4.1

MINOR BRIDGE LAYOUTS

3.5.1

MAJOR BRIDGE LAYOUTS

4.1.1

MINOR ROADWAY DESIGN

4.2.1

MAJOR ROADWAY DESIGN

4.3.1

COMPLEX HIGHWAY DESIGN

5.1.1

MINOR BRIDGE DESIGN

6.1.1

ROUTINE BRIDGE INSPECTION

7.1.1

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING STUDIES

7.2.1

HIGHWAY-RAIL GRADE CROSSING STUDIES

7.3.1

TRAFFIC SIGNAL TIMING

8.1.1

SIGNING, PAVEMENT MARKING AND CHANNELIZATION

8.3.1

SIGNALIZATION

9.1.1

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

10.1.1

HYDROLOGIC STUDIES

10.2.1

BASIC HYDRAULIC DESIGN

10.3.1

COMPLEX HYDRAULIC DESIGN

10.5.1

BRIDGE SCOUR EVALUATIONS AND ANALYSIS

11.1.1

ROADWAY CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION

11.2.1

MAJOR BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND INSPECTION

15.1.1

SURVEY

15.1.2

PARCEL PLATS

15.1.3

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS

15.1.4

RIGHT OF WAY MAPS

15.2.1

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SURVEY

15.4.1

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CONTROL FOR AERIAL MAPPING

18.2.1

SUBSURFACE UTILITY ENGINEERING
Hayden Statement of Qualifications
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Chisholm Trail (Section 1) – Fort Worth, Texas
This $125 million project consisted of the construction of 17 new direct connect bridges over IH-30 including box beams
and TX beams, 5 new steel girder bridges over the Trinity River, new MSE retaining walls, utility relocation, aesthetic structural elements, drainage, and complete reconstruction of the IH-30 mainlanes.
Project Management Services & Construction Phase Management Services: Ms. Kulhavy used EPDS to process monthly progress estimates, prepared responses to contractor’s RFI’s, reviewed shop drawings and material samples, tracked
non-conformance reports, assisted NTTA in negotiating change orders, attended construction cost control meetings with
the client, and conducted weekly pre-construction activity meetings. Mr. Barr was the lead inspector and conducted daily
inspections for mass placement of structural concrete, bridge construction, retaining walls, performed trafﬁc control inspections, tested and placed CRCP paving, lime-treated subgrade.
Utility Installation Verification Services/City Coordination: Our team had oversight on the relocation of a telecommunications line & storm water system that served a large restaurant grid in Ft. Worth. This involved inspecting a jack & bore
operation to move drainage lines without disturbing the telecom line. Our team also inspected conduit modifications &
revised signal phasing that allowed the connection from University Blvd. to the Chisholm Trail to be opened with minimal
disruption to city traffic.
Construction Phase Services & City Coordination: Mr. Barr’s previous inspection experience on NTTA projects & experience
as a lead foreman with drilling and paving contractors allowed him to make independent ﬁeld recommendations. He efficiently managed the construction of large aesthetic monuments that were critical to the City of Fort Worth Master Corridor Plan. The aesthetic monuments were part of a comprehensive city gateway plan, and he used the following inspection
approach to achieve desired results.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE
US 75 Widening & Reconstruction – McKinney, Texas
Construction Phase Services/Extension of Staff Inspection:
Jason Barr was brought on this project as a subconsultant to perform daily inspection almost 2 years after the
contract NTP was issued. Work consisted of widening
and reconstruction of a 7-mile section of US 75 between
Spring Creek Pkwy and the SH 121 interchange. The
contractor was already significantly behind and the traffic
delays caused by lane closures was causing issues with
stakeholders such as the City of McKinney, the local DPS,
and the NTTA. Coordination between TxDOT, NTTA, and
local stakeholders was paramount in keeping the project
moving forward and performing closeout duties. Since the
project was already 2/3 complete before the CEI team began inspection, our chief inspector had to establish quick
lines of communication with the contractor’s personnel.
City Coordination: The CM inspection team and the contractor worked to wrap up change orders, invoices, and
punchlist items. Extensive city coordination was needed for
hand pours for driveway access and sidewalks, and ramp
reconstruction was still ongoing. Subgrade was already
complete, but the inspection staff coordinated with the
contractor to open the ramps as soon as possible to traffic.
The contractor had curbs set on the slip form paver in order to pave the entire ramp structure without having to tie the curb
& gutter back in to the concrete paving. This allowed the ramp to be open after the concrete cured out.
Inspection Lessons Learned: One of the major issues on the job was with the rail slipped on the MSE walls. Originally, the
contractor placed the wall panels so that the panels lined up with the expansion joints. This caused the rail and coping to
pop at the expansion joints, and the rail had to be torn out and reconstructed. Due to previously high staff turnover on the
job, the DWR’s didn’t accurately reflect the communication with the rail crews over this issue. Once our staff identified the
problem and walked the rail crews through the TxDOT specs and plans, the rail was re-slipped and construction continued
without negatively impacting traffic.

DART Comprehensive Professional Services – Various Locations, Texas
Red & Blue Line Platform Extensions, Blue Line North Stations
This project extends the existing DART platforms to accommodate the new 3-car light rail vehicles
Northwest Plano Park & Ride Facility Phase II
This project added new Visual Message Boards, generator, an
HVAC facility, and cameras for the Park & Ride facility constructed in 2012.
Crew Room Facility Construction
This project consists of the design and construction of 13 new
operator crew rooms at DART facilities in Dallas, Carrollton,
Farmers Branch, and Irving.
Hayden Statement of Qualifications
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Dallas North Tollway 4th Lane Widening – Plano, Texas
Construction Phase Management Services: Extension of Staff Inspection Services- This designbid-build toll facility project will widen the Dallas
North Tollway to 4 NB and SB mainlanes, with
mainlane and frontage road paving, ramp reconstruction, bridge construction, drainage improvements, aesthetic treatments, landscaping, and
ITS components.
Hayden’s responsibilities include managing the
subconsultant inspection staff. Hayden was
brought onto the project 13 months after Notice
to Proceed after the previous subconsultant’s
contract ended. Our inspectors have quickly established communication with existing inspection
staff, NTTA personnel, and field crews to maintain job progression to act as staff inspection
augmentation for the prime consultant and the
end client. Hayden staff monitors and records
daily construction progress, provides updates
to the client and NTTA staff and manages field
change requests.
Inspection Approach & Lessons Learned: Our
inspection team was responsible for mitigating
an issue with traffic-rated inlets on the frontage
roads that connect major Plano thoroughfares
with the NTTA facility. It was determined that
there was a discrepancy between the general
notes, inlet plans, & shop drawings regarding the
steel coverage. This was resolved in the field with
the contractor & new inlets were installed with
minimal traffic disruption.

North Tarrant Express, IH-820 & SH 183 – Tarrant County, Texas
This design-build project rebuilt and expanded
13 miles of IH-820 and SH 183 from four to six
main lanes, including the construction of new
direct connectors, expanded city intersections,
the construction of four managed lanes, frontage roads, auxiliary lanes, drainage structures,
utility relocation, and new MSE retaining walls.
Included in the reconstruction were extensive aesthetic coordination meetings with city
stakeholders within the corridor to achieve a
uniform corridor appearance.
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Rachel Kulhavy, PE, CFM
Construction Services Team Leader

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 16
YEARS WITH HAYDEN: 2
EDUCATION:
University of Texas at Arlington,
B.S. Civil Engineering, 2002
Texas A&M University School of
Law, Juris Doctorate, 2012
REGISTRATION/CERTIFICATION:
Professional Engineer,
Texas #98377
Texas Floodplain Management
Association, #859-05N
Attorney, State Bar of Texas,
#24083334
TxDOT Precertifications:
1.4.1, 3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.4.1,
4.1.1, 4.2.1, 4.3.1, 8.1.1,
11.1.1, 11.2.1
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS:
American Society of
Civil Engineers
Texas Floodplain
Management Association
Dallas Bar Association
American Bar AssociationEnvironment & Energy Section

Rachel Kulhavy is the Construction Services Lead for Hayden Consultants. Prior
to joining Hayden, Ms. Kulhavy served as a transportation engineer for 11 years
in the TxDOT Fort Worth District and the Strategic Projects Division. During her
TxDOT career, she managed field inspection staff, construction activities, and
design changes. She later worked as the office engineer for the construction
management team on Section 1 of the NTTA Chisholm Trail project in Fort
Worth. Ms. Kulhavy brings 16 years of experience in managing construction
contracts from pre-construction to final payment for major bridge, roadway,
interstate highway, and complex interchange projects.
Ms. Kulhavy is an active member of the American Society of Civil Engineers Dallas
Chapter, the Texas Floodplain Management Association, and the Dallas Bar Association. She volunteers as a clinic intake attorney for Legal Aid of Northwest Texas, and
holds law licenses in the State of Texas and the US Patent & Trademark Office.

Relevant Project Experience
NTTA Chisholm Trail Section 1 – Fort Worth, Texas*

This project consisted of the construction of 17 new direct connect bridges
over IH-30 including box beams and TX beams, five new steel girder bridges
over the Trinity River, new MSE retaining walls, utility relocation, aesthetic structural elements, drainage, and complete reconstruction of the IH-30
mainlanes. The project was scheduled with over seven TCP phases, including
more than 10 major traffic switches and full interstate closures that were necessary to open the new ramps and reconfigure the interstate mainlanes. The
project was also adjacent to another segment of the Chisholm Trail project,
with concurrent traffic control, ramp closures, and bridge construction.

Dallas North Tollway 4th Lane Widening (Parker Road to Sam Rayburn Tollway) – Plano, Texas
Ms. Kulhavy currently manages the subconsultant inspection staff for a DESIGNBID-BUILD toll facility project to widen the Dallas North Tollway to 4 NB and SB
mainlanes, with mainlane and frontage road paving, ramp reconstruction, bridge
construction, drainage improvements, aesthetic treatments, landscaping, and ITS
components. Our inspection staff was brought in 13 months after Notice to Proceed when the previous subconsultant’s contract ended. This created an immediate on-boarding opportunity for the inspection staff to quickly establish communication protocols with the contractor and move the job forward. Since this is a toll
facility, construction activities must not impact the NTTA revenue collected from
the mainlane and ramp gantries. Safety and mobility of traffic is paramount. Our
current inspection staff consists of a senior structural and roadway chief inspector
Hayden Statement of Qualifications
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RESUMES
with over 20 years in heavy civil construction, and a graduate engineer with an extensive design background in water/
wastewater facilities, utility relocation, low-impact development, and hydraulics design. The Hayden team anticipates
the addition of an experienced heavy highway inspector to join our DNT staff within the next month.

North Tarrant Express, IH-820 & SH 183 (Segments 1 & 2, CDA Implementation) – Tarrant
County, Texas*

This design-build project rebuilt and expanded 13 miles of IH-820 and SH 183 from four to six main lanes, including
the construction of new direct connectors, expanded city intersections, the construction of four managed lanes,
frontage roads, auxiliary lanes, drainage structures, utility relocation, and new MSE retaining walls. As TxDOT
Strategic Projects Division Deputy Project Manager, Ms. Kulhavy conducted weekly construction meetings, project
administration meetings, and utility meetings with the developer to track progress. She was on the Administrative
Settlement Committee which reviewed real estate comps and ROW documents to determine an equitable settlement for the property owners during the eminent domain process. Daily field inspections were performed to
ensure that TxDOT specifications were followed and that the developer’s schedule of values was properly recorded
for the quarterly payment draw request. Ms. Kulhavy administered non-compliance reports, change orders, design
changes, requests for information, and lane closure requests during the construction phase and held weekly design
meetings to review field changes. She was also responsible for approving consultant invoices for the TxDOT GEC
and Independent Engineering Consultant staff and comparing the invoices against the required deliverables. The
$2.1 billion public-private partnership was funded through a Comprehensive Development Agreement mechanism.

North Tarrant Express, IH-35W (Segment 3, CDA Procurement) – Fort Worth, Texas*

Ms Kulhavy was the TxDOT Strategic Projects Division Deputy Project Manager for this $1.6 billion project that consisted of rebuilding and expanding 10 miles of IH-35W through Fort Worth from north of IH-30 to US 287. This project
included reconstructing the existing main lanes, direct connectors at IH-820 and US 287, city intersections, and construction of four new managed lanes. During the procurement phase, she reviewed the developer’s financial escrow
documents and revenue charts with consultant staff in order to develop the CDA design-build risk matrix. Ms. Kulhavy
was responsible for attending weekly environmental meetings and drafting technical alternatives to mitigate or avoid
potential conflicts with affected property owners, historic, and park properties within the project limits. Technical
documents were drafted to define TxDOT and the developer’s role in the Segment 3 CDA contract.

IH 20 Reconstruction – Parker & Palo Pinto Counties, Texas*

TxDOT contracted with Webber, Inc. to reconstruct approximately 40 miles of IH 20 using a 13” CRCP overlay on the
existing pavement. As Project Engineer, Ms. Kulhavy developed the PS&E for the freeway reconstruction, which included pavement analysis, grading, drainage structure extensions, and culvert hydraulic analysis. SiteManager software
was used to process pay estimates and change orders. She was responsible for monitoring construction progress,
coordinating with the contractor and the TxDOT chief inspectors regarding field issues.

SH 16 Roadway Rehabilitation – Palo Pinto County, Texas*

This reconstruction project consisted of approximately 20 miles of pavement widening from a 20’ roadway section
to add 12’ lanes and 8’ shoulders. Within the project limits there were four significant potential environmental
impacts: the Civilian Conservation Corps stone arch bridge over the Brazos River, Civilian Conservation Corps retaining wall structures, the entrance to the Brazos River Authority & Texas Parks and Wildlife Fish Hatchery, and the
designated historic Goodnight-Loving Ranch. As Project Engineer, Ms. Kulhavy was responsible for designing several
alignment alternatives for the preliminary schematic in order to mitigate or avoid any impact to these structures.
This included the design of a secondary bridge structure over the Brazos River, major channel hydraulic analysis,
and bypass structure around the historic ranch.

*Project completed while with a previous employer
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Jason Barr
Chief Inspector

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 21
YEARS WITH HAYDEN: 1
EDUCATION:
Dallas County Community
College, 1996
REGISTRATION/CERTIFICATION:
TRF 401 Electrical Inspection
Certification, TxDOT 2016
Construction Quality
Management Certification, 2014

Mr. Barr has over 21 years of construction management experience and has extensive knowledge of all phases of construction including materials, methods, plans,
specifications and associated safety requirements. He has served as Lead Construction Inspector, Lead Roadway Inspector, Lead Quality Assurance Inspector, Chief
Structural Inspector, Project Foreman and Senior Field Representative on numerous
projects throughout Texas and is proficient in EPDS, Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) and North Texas Tollway Authority (NTTA) specifications.

Relevant Project Experience
NTTA Dallas North Tollway 4th Lane Widening – Plano, Texas

This $75 million project consists of the widening of the DNT from Parker Road to
SRT, including ramp reconstruction, paving, retaining walls, aesthetics, landscaping, & ITS components. Mr. Barr provides lead construction inspection for HMAC,
CRCP, & CPCD paving, structural elements, MSE & soil nail retaining walls, and
drainage improvements. He is responsible for managing junior inspection staff,
resolving field issues, and implementing cost-saving construction methods.
Mr. Barr made recommendations to the contractor during the final finish on
the bridge decks. He suggested that the contractor disregard the pump truck,
tailgate pour the deck, then use the money saved from the pump truck to
machine tine the deck. This provides a more uniform finish to the deck than
hand-tining the .5” grooves.

Chisholm Trail, Section 1 – Fort Worth, Texas*

This $125 million project consisted of the construction of 17 new direct connect bridges over IH-30 including box beams and TX beams, 5 new steel girder
bridges over the Trinity River, new MSE retaining walls, utility relocation, aesthetic structural elements, drainage, and complete reconstruction of the IH-30
mainlanes. The project was scheduled with over 7 TCP phases, including more
than 10 major traffic switches and full interstate closures that were necessary
to open the new ramps and reconfigure the interstate mainlanes. This project
was also adjacent to another segment of the Chisholm Trail project, with concurrent traffic control, ramp closures, and bridge construction.
Mr. Barr was the Lead Inspector and conducted daily inspections for mass placement of structural concrete, bridge construction, retaining walls, performed traffic
control inspections, tested and placed CRCP paving, lime-treated subgrade. His
previous inspection experience on NTTA projects and experience as a lead foreman
with drilling and paving contractors allowed him to make independent field recommendations. He was able to efficiently manage the construction of large aesthetic
monuments that were critical to the City of Ft. Worth Master Corridor Plan.
Hayden Statement of Qualifications
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US 75 Widening And Reconstruction – McKinney, Texas*

Mr. Barr was brought on this project as a subconsultant to perform daily inspection almost two years after the
contract Notice To Proceed was issued. The project consisted of the widening and reconstruction of a 7-mile
section of US 75 between the Spring Creek Parkway and the SH 121 interchange. The contractor was already
significantly behind and the traffic delays caused by lane closures was causing issues with stakeholders such as
the City of McKinney, the local DPS, and the NTTA.
The Construction Management Inspection team and the contractor worked to wrap up change orders, invoices,
and punchlist items. Mr. Barr coordinated with the lab to get passing densities on stockpiled base and embankment
material to clear the SiteManager deficiencies prior to the following monthly estimate. Extensive city coordination
was needed for hand pours for driveway access and sidewalks, and ramp reconstruction was still ongoing.
Subgrade was already complete, but the inspection staff coordinated with the contractor to open the ramps as
soon as possible to traffic. The contractor had curbs set on the slip form paver in order to pave the entire ramp
structure without having to tie the curb & gutter back in to the concrete paving. This allowed the ramp to be
open after the concrete cured out.
One of the major issues on the job was with the rail slipped on the MSE walls. Originally, the contractor placed
the wall panels so that the panels lined up with the expansion joints. This caused the rail and coping to pop at
the expansion joints, and the rail had to be torn out and reconstructed. Due to previously high staff turnover on
the job, the DWR’s didn’t accurately reflect the communication with the rail crews over this issue. Once Mr. Barr
identified the problem and walked the rail crews through the TxDOT specs and plans, the rail was re-slipped and
construction was able to continue without negatively impacting traffic.

IH 35E Widening and Reconstruction – Waxahachie, Texas*

As Senior Field Representative on this project, Mr. Barr’s responsibilities included serving as Lead Inspector for
advanced warning sign and barricade installation, assisting with project management and procurement, assuming safety coordinator role as needed, assisting inspectors with SiteManager training, performing SW3P coordination and inspection of on-site BMPs and assisting with project closeout and punch list completion.

NTTA President George Bush Turnpike (PGBT) Extension, Section 29 and 31 – North Texas*

Mr. Barr was the Lead Quality Insurance Inspector PGBT Extension. He conducted daily inspections for mass placement of structural concrete, bridge construction, retaining walls, performed traffic control inspections, tested and
placed CRCP paving, lime-treated subgrade. He assigned daily assignments to individual inspectors and managed
materials testing personnel to ensure that all construction activities are covered, managed communication with the
contractor, set up and led pre-construction meetings of new activities, reviewed IDR’s and Pay Items for completeness and correctness (to find all areas of work missed by all field inspectors), managed and coordinated construction
phasing within access-limited locations to minimize impacts to the traveling public, was involved in all job site related
meetings and ensured that all issues were handled in a timely manner and managed utility coordination as necessary.
His previous inspection experience on NTTA projects and experience as a lead foreman with drilling and paving
contractors allowed him to make independent field recommendations. He was able to efficiently manage construction practices of large public art monuments to achieve client expectations for corridor aesthetics.
*Project completed while with a previous employer
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